The Revista de Estudios Sociales of the Universidad de los Andes (Colombia) invites the
academic community to submit articles for Issue 67 (January-March 2019) dedicated to the
topic of “Thinking about Law and Violence in the Colombian Post-Conflict.”

Guest Editors: Julieta Lemaitre and Esteban Restrepo (Universidad de los Andes,
Colombia)
Articles will be received from the February 18 to March 18, 2018

Texts will be accepted in English, Spanish and Portuguese. For the different types of
collaboration, the authors must strictly follow the editorial rules and the style guidelines of
the
Revista
de
Estudios
Sociales
(See:
https://revestudsoc.uniandes.edu.co/index.php/es/autores/politica-editorial)

Authors should send their texts directly to the email address of the Revista de Estudios
Sociales <res@uniandes.edu.co>

Objective of this call for papers:
The call for papers aims at sparking a multidisciplinary reflection, from the perspective of
Professors Jean and John Comaroff’s work, on the challenges posed the implementation of
the Peace Agreement between the Government of Colombia and the FARC-EP, and on the
emergence of crime as a central preoccupation in the context of Colombia’s post-conflict.
We are inspired by their original reflections on violence, law and (dis)order in post-colonial
contexts. We believe their work, although mainly developed in response to the aftermath of
apartheid in South Africa, offers a productive approach to the challenges Colombians face
in the post-peace agreement phase, especially in terms of the ways in which we think about
violence, order and crime, justice, and truth.
The organizers warmly invite the submission of paper proposals. Possible topics for
discussion include, but are not restricted to:
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The Colombian experience of transitional justice
Structural critiques of transitional justice and their implications for Colombia
Race and ethnicity in the Colombian transition
Crime and policing in Colombia after the Peace Agreement
Post-demobilization armed non-state actors
Criminal prosecution and state-building in the context of the Special Jurisdiction for
Peace
Memory, truth, and the implementation of the Colombian Truth Commission
Law, (dis)order, and “territorial peace”
Legal fetishism and the politics of rights after the Peace Agreement
Post-conflict economies in the implementation of the Peace Agreement
Legal ethnography in post-conflict settings

Professors Jean and John Comaroff will be visiting Universidad de los Andes (Bogotá,
Colombia) from October 25 to 27, 2017. To celebrate their work, the Doctorate in Law and
the Legal Theory Department of the School of Law and the M.A. in Peacebuilding of the
Universidad de los Andes are organizing the Workshop “Thinking about Law and Violence
in the Colombian Post-Conflict with Jean and John Comaroff” (October 25 and 27, 2017).
For
more
information
see:
http://derecho.uniandes.edu.co/images/stories/pdf/convocatoria_seminario_profesores_jean
_y_john_comaroff.pdf
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